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Background: In Southeast Europe medical accelerators are sometimes placed
in small vaults originally built for 60Co treatment unit. In order to meet
shielding requirements for high energy photon beams, the wall thickness had
to be increased. Since the vaults are already limited in size, instead of adding
more concrete, materials with high-Z elements were used. Limited vault size
and addition of high-Z elements can contribute to the neutron dose
equivalent for both medical personnel and patients. Materials and Methods:
The most commonly used empirical equations for estimation of neutron dose
equivalent at the maze door in the vault are by Kersey and Wu-McGinley. In
order to assess accuracy of these equations, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of
various geometrical and compositional changes of vault were conducted.
Neutron ambient dose equivalent (H*n(10)) was observed when dimensions
of the vault walls were reduced gradually. Results: The empirical equations
gave results with reasonable accuracy when vaults were of standard size.
When the vault was decreased to the size of the usual 60Co unit vault, the
most commonly used equations showed significant difference in results (up to
90%) in comparison to MC simulations. MC simulations showed that
introducing different materials in shielding can change the neutron dose
equivalent in vicinity of accelerators. Conclusion: For vaults limited in size,
new simplified equation for neutron dose equivalent at the maze doors is
presented, although performing a MC simulation of the specific vault is
suggested.
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INTRODUCTION
High energy medical linear accelerators
(LINACs) are widely used in radiation therapy
(RT). Treatment of deeply seated tumors
requires photon beams whose energy often
exceeds 10 MeV. These photons interact with

high-Z materials in the LINAC head and produce
neutrons through Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR)
reaction (1,2), consequently contaminating the
therapeutic beam (3–6). The neutron ambient
dose equivalent (H*n(10)) in vicinity of the
LINACs should be known and it has been the
major interest of several recent experimental
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and computational studies (3,4,7–10).
The neutron dosimetry is a very complex
discipline, especially in the mixed fields, where
the most accurate techniques cannot achieve
uncertainties less than 10% (11). These
uncertainties are mainly due to the strong
dependence of neutron detectors on neutron
energy in the interval 0.1-5 MeV and saturation
of neutron detectors by the photon flux (11,12).
Also, neutron dosimeters are expensive and
therefore often inaccessible to medical
physicists. That is why the empirical formulas
are commonly used for estimation of H*n(10) at
the vault walls. Kersey and Wu-McGinley
formulas (13,14) are the most frequently used in
the shielding calculations since they are
proposed by NCRP (8,9,15). Both formulas were
obtained by measuring H*n(10) at the maze
doors in series of already constructed vaults.
Several studies have questioned the accuracy of
the mentioned formulas, and found that both
methods overestimate H*n(10) in range of
1.14-3.8 times (16–20). From radiation protection
point of view, it is always better to overestimate
than to underestimate the dose, because the
underestimation can cause problems for the
staff due to the insufficient protection and
radiological problems. On the other hand,
overestimation can impose additional costs and
technical problems (18). Also, studies have
questioned various influences on H*n(10), such
as gantry orientation (21) and the vault
construction geometry details (16). New empirical
equations are derived from these studies (16), but
they don’t give accurate results for accelerator
vaults that significantly differ in size from
simulated ones (16,21). These formulas don’t
consider composition of the vault or addition of
the materials that might contribute to neutron
production or attenuation.
When accelerator is placed in vault with
limited space, the wall thickness is often
increased using high-Z materials (e.g. steel) (4).
Even though the steel attenuates photon and
neutron flux, it becomes a new source of
photoneutrons and makes the estimation of
H*n(10) more complicated and uncertain. If the
vault is built within limited space, the maze is
usually shorter (4) which often happens when
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vaults are reconstructed after decommissioning
of 60Co units. These vaults can be found in
Southeast Europe and they present a problem
for both medical personnel and patients. It is
estimated that the medical personnel neutron
dose reaches up to 2 mSv/year (4,6), which is
higher than the photon contribution.
The aim of this study is to determine whether
Kersey and Wu-McGinley equations (8,9,13,14)
show agreement with the MC simulations of
various vaults which differ in size and structure.
The novelty in this study comes from separate
changes in vault dimension and observation of
their influence on H*n(10). A new equation for
estimation of H*n(10) inside the maze of RT
rooms will be proposed. The equation will be
applicable to small vaults as well.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
MC model of 18MV LINAC Siemens Oncor has
been constructed in MCNP6.1.1.beta®(22) code
which has been tested in several previous
publications (7, 23). Simulated detectors were
modeled as rectangular boxes in size of
10×10×10 cm3 and they were set in the point on
the inner side of maze doors. The F4 tally was
assigned to each box and the neutron flux was
converted to the H*n(10) using ICRP 74
coefficients (24). Both neutron source strength
and H*n(10) required for calculations of
above-mentioned formulas were taken from our
previous publication. Neutron source strength is
1.12×1012 neutrons per photon Gray at the
isocenter and H*n(10) is 2.4 mSv/Gy (for 10×10
cm2 filed size) (7).
The model was built using macrobodies
(mostly boxes and cylinders) predefined in
MCNP and all simulations had at least 109
histories (electrons impinging on the target).
Materials for the construction were taken from
Compendium of material composition data for
radiation transport modeling (25). The rotation of
the accelerator head was achieved using TRCL
card in MCNP. In order to reduce the
computational time and reduce errors, several
variance reduction techniques were used.
DXTRAN spheres were set within the detectors
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 18 No. 1, January 2020
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and forced collisions in both vault and head
materials were enabled. 10×10 cm2 field was
used in all simulations. Neutron spectra were
collected in 56 energy bins ranging from 10-9 to
18 MeV in logarithmic scale which correspond to
the ICRP (24) flux to dose conversion factors. The
results were accepted when the relative error (R
value) fell below 0.05, and all ten statistical
checks were met. The energy cut-off for both
electrons and photons was 1 keV, while for
neutrons it remained 0 MeV. The continuous
energy neutron cross sections library ENDF/
B-VII (Evaluated Nuclear Data File B-VII) (26) was
used for neutron transport.
Empirical methods for estimation of H*n(10)
at the maze entrance are the Kersey method (13)
and the Kersey method modification given by
Wu-McGinley (14).
The Kersey method states:
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(1)
where Dn is H*n(10) at the maze entrance in
mSv per photon dose at isocenter (Gy), H1 is
H*n(10) at isocenter in mSv/X ray·Gy at the
isocenter, A r and S1 are cross section area of
entrance from maze to RT room and cross
section of the maze respectively, both in square
meters. d1 is distance from isocenter to the maze
and d 2 is distance from the door to the end of
maze, both in meters.
Kersey method modification formula given by
Wu-McGinley states (14):
(2)
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where φA is total neutron fluence given by
equation (27):
(3)
QN represents neutron source strength
defined as number of neutrons coming from the
head of treatment unit per X-ray dose (Gy)
delivered at isocenter (28). S represents surface of
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 18 No. 1, January 2020

all RT room walls including floor and ceiling and
is given in square meters and TN is the tenth
value length given as:
TN = 2.06√S1 in meters.

(4)

A template for the vault construction was
obtained from the University Hospital in Osijek
(figure 1). Vault construction details were
changed by downsizing the vault until it reached
the dimensions of the vault reconstructed after
decommissioning the 60Co unit and by enlarging
it to dimensions found in literature (8,9,16). The
smallest vault used in this study was the vault
reconstructed after decommissioning the 60Co
unit. It uses a very limited space (figure 2b) and
it has been described previously together with
H*n(10) measurements (4).
Different scenarios were tested with the
accelerator head pointed to the floor (figure 2):
a) The size of the vault was modified so that
the walls were extended in steps of 1 m by
increasing distance d 2 for the same amount. Five
different sets of simulations were conducted,
ranging from 1 to 5 m. The initial vault and
maximum elongation are shown in the figure 2a.
b) The same dimension (as in case a) was
contracted in 0.5 m steps, ranging from 0.5 to 1.5
m (figure 2b). The smallest vault has the size of
the vault used in the University Hospital of
Osijek.
c) Scenario b was modified by adding the
steel panel (25 cm thickness) as a part of the
vault wall (figure 2c). The steel was added only
to vaults which are smaller than or equal to
initial geometry.
All three previous scenarios were repeated,
now with the accelerator head pointing in the
direction of the additional steel wall.
d) The change in the cross section of the
passage from the maze to the RT room (A r) was
tested so that the width was changed in the
range from -0.5 (contraction) to 1.75 m
(dilatation) in steps of 0.25 m (figure 2d)
e) The size of the maze corridor cross section
(S1) was changed so that the width of the
corridor was increased in steps of 0.5 m ranging
from 0.5 to 2.5 m (figure 2e).
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Figure 1. The ground plan of the starting structure of the vault.
The concrete walls are shown in red, air inside the RT room is
yellow, and the paraffin door is shown in white and the
accelerator head in purple. The added steel wall is also
represented in purple, and its thickness is 25 cm in all cases.
Detector position is marked as green square. db represents length
of the maze, di is width of the maze, S and Ar are cross sections of
the maze RT room passage and the maze respectively. d1 and d2
are the distances between the isocenter and the inner maze
point and between the detector and the inner maze point
respectively, as defined in(9).

RESULTS
Figure 3 compares H*n(10) calculated by the
Wu-McGinley formula (eq. 2), Kersey formula
(eq. 1) and those obtained using MC for the a),
b) and c) scenarios when the beam is pointed to
the floor. Results of MC simulation of scenario in
figure 2c are represented in figure 3 as well.
Figure 4 shows neutron spectra in the point
near the vault door for the initial vault
dimensions, with and without steel barrier.
Figure 5 shows the scenario in which the
accelerator head is rotated and the photon beam
is pointed to the wall with steel plate, while the
initial vault size has been contracted and
expanded as in the scenarios with beam pointed
to the floor.
The influence of maze length, orientation of
the accelerator head and steel barrier insertion
on neutron ambient dose equivalent was
investigated in above presented scenarios.
Furthermore, it was investigated how the
neutron ambient dose equivalent was affected
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Figure 2. Ground plans for all simulated
scenarios. Air is represented in yellow,
concrete in dark red and additional steel
barrier in purple: Blue arrows show
direction of dimension change. a) Initial
structure (maximum elongation on the right
side), b) maximum contraction, c) addition
of steel, d) maximum elongation of steel
wall and e) maximum elongation of maze
width.

by the changes of the cross section of the passage
between the RT room and the corridor (Ar)
(scenario d)) as well as the changes of the cross
section area of the corridor (S1) (scenario e)).
The results are presented in figures 6 and 7.
MC simulations show that there is a very
small influence of S1 on the change of H*n(10) at
the maze, since it is almost constant. The
Wu-McGinley method complies with this finding
since it predicts that H*n(10) at the maze will
decrease with square root of S1, but it
underestimates the results for constant value as
already seen in the figures 3 and 5. The Kersey
method differs from our MC simulations
significantly, since it predicts that the H*n(10)
at the maze will decrease with S1.
Results obtained using these two methods
differ up to 90% from our MC simulations in all
simulated cases. The largest differences are in
vaults with small dimensions. So, it seems
reasonable to suggest a new formula which is
going to include only the parameters and
relations described earlier. The H*n(10) depends
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 18 No. 1, January 2020
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exponentially on d2, linearly on change in Ar and
change in S1 could be omitted since H*n(10) is
almost constant upon its change. The modified
equation states:

Figure 8 shows comparison of newly
suggested formula with scenarios a), b) and c)
while figure 9 shows comparison for scenarios
d) and e).

(5)
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Figure 3. The comparison of (10) for the Wu-McGinley (WU), Kersey (KERS) formula and the MC data.The a), b) and c) scenarios
from figure 2 (the beam is pointed to the floor) with (MCNP+S) and without (MCNP) considering the steel barrier are shown.

Figure 4. Neutron energy spectra for cases with (MCNP+S) and without (MCNP) steel barrier inserted as showed in figure 2c,
normalized to the MCNP case.

Figure 5. The comparison of (10) for the Wu-McGinley (WU), Kersey (KERS) formula and the MC data. The a), b) and c) scenarios
from figure 2 (the beam is pointed to the steel wall) with (MCNP+S) and without (MCNP) considering the steel barrier are shown.
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Figure 6. Change in neutron ambient dose equivalent H *n(10) with the cross section area of the passage between RT room and
corridor, Ar.

Figure 7. Change in neutron ambient dose equivalent H *n(10) with the corridor cross section area (S1).

Figure 8. Comparison of MC simulation results and newly suggested formula for scenarios a), b) and c) with and without steel
barrier from figure 2. CORR presents the new empirical formula and MCNP computational results.
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Figure 9. Comparison of MC simulation results and newly suggested formula for scenarios d) (up) and e) (down) from figure 2.
CORR denotes results obtained with newly suggested formula, and MCNP denotes computational results.

DISCUSSION
The figure 3 shows that the H*n(10)
calculated using MC simulations decreases
nearly exponentially with vault length increase.
Commonly used empirical formulas (13,14) also
predict the H*n(10) in the maze with satisfying
accuracy. By reducing the size of the vault,
accuracy of the empirical formulas decreases,
especially when Kersey method is used (eq 1).
Wu-McGinley method (eq 2) gives better
prediction for small vaults, though it
underestimates the H*n(10). The MC simulation
of the vault with added steel panel, as in the
figure 2c, shows that the steel insertion will
decrease the H*n(10) in the maze for
approximately 10% (figure 3). Further MC
investigation showed that the steel decreases
neutron flux in the maze up to 30% in all cases.
This means that the steel plate reduces the
neutron contamination inside the maze,
probably by attenuating the neutrons. Another
interesting point is appearance of neutrons with
higher energy after inserting the steel barrier
Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 18 No. 1, January 2020

(figure 4). Within this energy spectrum elastic
scatter is the dominant interaction. Neutron
mean path in steel and concrete are of the same
order of magnitude, but average kinetic energy
loss per collision is much smaller when neutrons
interact with iron than any of elements in the
concrete (29). Moderating power of steel is much
smaller than the moderating power of concrete
for higher energies (29). Steel plate reflects a
portion of neutrons falling upon it. This process
is the reason for excess of neutrons with higher
energies coming from the accelerator head to
the maze door (figure 4). Mean neutron energy
without steel barrier was calculated to be 9.5
keV and with steel barrier 27 keV (initial
structure). The next step was to find the origin
of the neutrons coming to the maze. Using MC
simulations it was estimated that the number of
neutrons originated from the vault walls was
less than 1% and those originated in the
accelerator head more than 99% in all simulated
cases without the steel barrier. When the steel
barrier was inserted, simulations showed that
the number of neutrons produced in the steel
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barrier rose to nearly 10% of all neutrons
coming to the maze. Such a result was expected
since Fe (as a major element in the steel) has the
noticeable energy threshold of 11.2 MeV for GDR
process. The trend is similar in all simulated
cases. Therefore, if a steel barrier is added in a
vault, it will decrease the number of neutrons
coming to the maze, but they will have higher
energies.
Since the factor of conversion from neutron
fluency to dose equivalent rises with energy, the
dose equivalent difference between cases
showed in the figure 3 is less than 20%. If the
barrier I was thicker, placed differently (e.g. on
the same wall but outside of vault), or in case of
an additional barrier (e.g. on the wall between
accelerator room and maze), the dose equivalent
difference might change.
In the case when photon beam is pointed to
the wall with steel barrier (figure 5), obtained
curves are very similar to the case presented in
the Fig 3 when beam is pointed to the floor.
Nevertheless, the Wu-McGinley method now
describes the behavior of H*n(10) very well.
When adding a simple correction factor to the
Wu-McGinley curve, MCNP and WU curves
match. According to our MC results, the change
of the H*n(10) with Ar is close to linear while
both empirical formulas predict different
behavior (figure 6).
Results shown in figure 8 suggest that our
modified formula (eq 5) shows H*n(10)
overestimation of 20% in the worst-case
scenario. It is reasonable to assume that it would
show even higher discrepancy for bigger
contraction, but vaults of that size are unlikely to
be built. Figure 9 suggests that the new formula
predicts the influence of change in cross section
of the passage between RT room and maze on
H*n(10) very well. Even if the S1 is omitted from
the new formula, discrepancy between
prediction and MC is not higher than 20%.

CONCLUSION
This study reinvestigated two mostly used
empirical methods for H*n(10) estimation in
vault mazes of the LINACs. The main interest
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was in vaults built within small spaces since
there are very few investigations of such
situations. When the vault has to be built in a
limited space and especially if high-Z materials
barriers are used, there is a significant
possibility of high doses in vaults and
surrounding spaces. Therefore, we recommend
the investigation of the neutron fluency by MC
simulations or measurements. If such methods
are not available, we recommend the use of our
new empirical formula since in these cases the
Wu-McGinley method underestimates H*n(10)
significantly.
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